Alkaline proteins of Bacillus subtilis: first steps towards a two-dimensional alkaline master gel.
The genomic sequence of Bacillus subtilis, which is the best studied Gram-positive bacterium, enabled us to obtain a theoretical two-dimensional (2-D) map, demonstrating that about one-third of this proteome has a theoretical alkaline isoelectric point (pI). This represents an important part of the entire proteome, which is not detectable in conventional 2-D gels (pH range 4-7). Sequence analysis revealed that 91% of the ribosomal proteins and a high amount of theoretical membrane proteins should be localized in the alkaline pH range requiring different protein extraction procedures. In order to find the pH range which gives the best resolution results for the alkaline proteins of B. subtilis, immobilized pH gradients (IPGs) with different pH ranges (pH 6-10, 6-11, 4-12, 9-12, and 3-10) were tested and optimized for IPG 4-12. Here we present a version of a first alkaline master 2-D gel for B. subtilis, which is a further complement of the already existing master gel (pH 4-7) in the Sub2D database. Almost 150 spots could be detected and 41 proteins have already been identified.